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Bill has just about the perfect life. Good paying job. Lovely home. Perfect children. And most of all,

he has his wife Terri--smart, funny, great with the kids. Thing is, she's a good girl trapped in a bad

girl's body. Blonde, busty, and devastatingly beautiful, she makes him want to do dirty things--things

you don't admit to wanting from the girl-next-door. Or so he thought. It starts with a revelation about

Chucky, a past boyfriend, and everything he thought he knew about his sweet wife unravels. He

becomes obsessed with learning more about this other side of Terri--and everything he learns

points back to Chucky, a man she couldn't say no to. Does he dare invite her past back into their

present? And if he did, would she now be able to say no?This updated edition includes a Q&A with

the author about the book and an excerpt of the sequel, Tempting Terri.
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Apparently this is the first cuckold story Ben Boswell published in this format. I arrived here after

reading a selection of his later works in this genre and you could say that, by extension, my



comments on TST apply in a general sense to the others. Here's why.Boswell uses and reuses a

standard Lego-block formula. 30-something couple, upper-middle-class, successful, stable

relationship for at least seven years, with young kids. Wife lets slip something about her past or a

momentary indiscretion. Husband seizes on this as it unlocks a easy puzzle-box of his own sexual

fantasies. Namely, to see or hear recounted (and ultimately to participate in) his wife's rampant

infidelity. The story is told mainly from the husband's perspective with plenty of introspective (and

often shallow) internal dialog.Now, here's the next part. Quite remarkably the wife (a model PTA

cookie baker) is *always* a closet nymphomaniac who requires just a mild nudge from hubby to

jump the bones of one or more willing co-respondents or men of mystery. There's nothing subtle

about this revelation: no build up or reluctance - the thought Ka-pow! is the action.Finally because

Boswell is philosophically opposed to "burn the bitch" outcomes, the couple always end up working

out a going-forward modus vivendi based on mutual understanding, freedom from jealousy and

commit never to hold evidence of their morally questionable actions over each other's heads.

Happily ever after.On to TST....Plus Factors:1. Slick wee erotica yarn of novella length that delivers

an enjoyable, romping read for the price of a cup of indifferent coffee.2. Well written at the technical

level, with only a few grammatical oddities (e.g 'peaked' instead 'piqued').3.
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